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Artificial Intelligence Improves Power Transmission
PrognoNetz: Self-learning Sensor Networks to Predict the Resilience of Overhead Lines – Adapting Operation to Weather for Optimal Use of the Grid

KIT Energy Center: Having future in mind
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The PrognoNetz project is aimed at monitoring overhead lines at high resolution and in
real time. (Figure: ITIV, KIT)
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To integrate the usually volatile renewable sources into energy
supply, capacities of the power grid have to be increased. The
need for new lines can be reduced by better utilization of existing
lines as a function of weather conditions. To this end, researchers of Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) work on self-learning sensor networks to model the cooling effect of weather
based on real data within the “PrognoNetz” project. In case of
favorable conditions, the line’s power transmission can be enhanced in this way.
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Rapid extension of the use of renewable energy sources – wind energy in the north, photovoltaics in the south – and the increasing international power trade result in increasing requirements on the
power transmission grid. To transport power from producers to consumers, to prevent temporary shutdown of plants that generate power
from regenerative sources in particular at high wind intensities, and to
ensure high supply security in general, considerable extension of the
existing grid infrastructure appears to be required. This is associated
with time-consuming licensing processes and high costs.
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However, the need for new transmission lines can be reduced significantly by a better utilization of existing overhead lines. “In this way,
power transport can be increased considerably depending on weather
conditions, such as ambient temperature, solar irradiation, wind
speed, and wind direction,” says Professor Wilhelm Stork, Head of
the Microsystem Technology Group of KIT’s Institute for Information
Processing Technology (ITIV). “This increase can be achieved without exceeding the maximum permissible conductor temperature and
without the distance of the conductor from the ground or from objects
dropping below the permissible minimum.” The wind with its cooling
effect that is influenced by local topography and vegetation is of particular importance in this respect.
Transmission line monitoring at high resolution and in real time is the
goal of the ITIV-coordinated project “PrognoNetz – Self-learning sensor networks for weather-dependent transmission line operation.”
Project partners are UBIMET GmbH Weather Service Karlsruhe, the
Baden-Württemberg transmission grid operator TransnetBW GmbH,
Stuttgart, the IT company unilab AG Paderborn, GWU-Umwelttechnik
GmbH Erftstadt, and Wilmers Messtechnik GmbH Hamburg. The project funded by the Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy
(BMWi) started in early 2019 and is scheduled for a duration of three
years.
Within PrognoNetz, the research and industry partners will develop
wide sensor networks with smart sensors that – contrary to conventional weather stations – are located closely to each other and near
overhead lines in order to precisely measure weather conditions. The
sensor networks are resistant to harsh ambient conditions and are to
supply critical data to the control center in a wireless and reliable way.
With the new algorithms to be developed, the sensors will be given a
self-learning function. Based on the distributed weather data measured, they are to automatically generate precise power load prognoses for hours or even days. Using historical weather data and topographic properties, smart models will be developed for any transmission line of the power grid. Within PrognoNetz, ITIV scientists work on
prognosis models based on artificial intelligence and on a laser-based
wind sensor, the measurement accuracy of which is higher than that
of rigidly mounted conventional sensors. In addition, unmanned
drones are planned to be used to install and maintain the weather
sensors on the power poles.
The self-learning meteorological network to be developed within
PrognoNetz initially will be applied to existing high-voltage lines and
equipment of the partner TransnetBW. “This AI-based network will
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ensure optimal utilization of existing power grids at any time by adapting operation to the weather conditions. Bottlenecks can be overcome,” Wilhelm Stork says. “In this way, power transport can be increased by 15 to 30 % under favorable conditions, i.e. a low external
temperature or strong wind.”
More about the KIT Energy Center: http://www.energy.kit.edu
Being “The Research University in the Helmholtz Association,“
KIT creates and imparts knowledge for the society and the environment. It is the objective to make significant contributions to the
global challenges in the fields of energy, mobility and information.
For this, about 9,300 employees cooperate in a broad range of disciplines in natural sciences, engineering sciences, economics,
and the humanities and social sciences. KIT prepares its 25,100
students for responsible tasks in society, industry, and science
by offering research-based study programs. Innovation efforts at
KIT build a bridge between important scientific findings and their
application for the benefit of society, economic prosperity, and the
preservation of our natural basis of life.
This press release is available on
http://www.sek.kit.edu/english/press_office.php.
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The photo in the best quality available to us may be downloaded under www.kit.edu or requested by mail to presse@kit.edu or phone +49
721 608-21105. The photo may be used in the context given above
exclusively.
This year’s anniversary logo recalls the milestones reached by KIT
and its long tradition in research, teaching, and innovation. On October 1, 2009, KIT was established by the merger of its two predecessor
institutions: the Polytechnic School and later University of Karlsruhe
was founded in 1825, the Nuclear Reactor Construction and Operation Company and later Karlsruhe Research Center in 1956.
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